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Abstract / Résumé

L'auteur définit, décrit et, dans une certaine mesure, analyse la "veillée" traditionnelle à Terre-Neuve — soirée sans façon bien que structurée — en prêtant une attention particulière aux rapports avec d'autres activités traditionnelles du même genre, ainsi qu'aux relations spatiales et sociales entre les exécutants et leur auditoire.

This paper defines, describes, and to some extent analyses the traditional Newfoundland "time," an informal (though structured) party, paying particular attention to relationships with other similar traditional occasions and to the spatial and social relationships of performers and audience.

It is probably true that no culture has been discovered which does not have some equivalent of what we in modern North American society loosely term the party. Partying in its many forms appears to be a cultural universal, yet virtually no studies of this important form of social interaction exist. What little we do have is largely anecdotal and descriptive rather than analytical.

This paper is not an attempt to fill the void. It is rather a brief, descriptive consideration of some aspects of one form of partying or traditional entertainment in Newfoundland culture — what we generally refer to as a "time". Although it is not easy to define the time, I offer the following as a tentative working definition. The time is a formal or informal festive community event characterized by dancing, singing, and other kinds of "creation" sometimes preceded by some other activity such as a soup supper or card-game.

The time as we know it in Newfoundland has its parallels in other cultures. For example, the Irish ceilidh and hooley are basically the same kind of occasion. A nineteenth-century Scottish account of a ceilidh describes the event as "an entertainment where stories and tales, poems and ballads, are rehearsed and recited, and songs are sung, conundrums are put, proverbs are quoted... in the house at night." Similarly, among Old World and New World French people the term veillée describes the same kind of home entertainment. A recent Italian study refers to the veglia of Tuscany as a ritualized evening gathering of family and friends in the kitchen of a peasant house. Such events are, of course, occasions for talk, indeed for the whole range of social actions but as well they tend to move into performance.

Such times and places are endowed with significance by a community. The rules of appropriate behaviour and of communication at such events have yet to be much studied. How do events function for the community and its members? I later discuss some aspects of one performance genre — singing — to answer this question.

Rather than describe the time for Newfoundland culture as a whole, I consider the event as it existed in one Newfoundland outport community. That community is Harbour Buffett in Placentia Bay, the community where I was born and raised. Most of the information presented here is based on interviews with residents of the community and my own recollections of growing up there.

Harbour Buffett is located on the southeast coast of Long Island, the second largest island in Newfoundland's largest bay, Placentia Bay. It was settled about 1800 primarily by people from Devon, Dorset, and Somerset in southwest England along with a few from Ireland. It reached its peak population of 498 persons in 1921 after which it leveled off to about 300 persons until its death in 1967, when all the people moved away under the Newfoundland government's resettlement programme. People first came to Harbour Buffett and the surrounding islands chiefly for the codfish. The islands were like ships anchored on the best fishing grounds. Because of its central location in the bay and its natural advantages as a good harbour, Harbour Buffett became the base of operations for fish merchants. Most
Newfoundland merchant communities of comparable size had only one merchant; Harbour Buffett had two equally large businesses from the beginning of settlement. It was a kind of market centre where men from surrounding communities could obtain work, purchase fishing supplies, and sell fish. This dual merchant phenomenon was a major influence on the social and cultural life of the community. Though small in population, the community became highly stratified socially with strong emphasis on upward mobility. Harbour Buffett was in fact an important commercial, administrative, and communications centre for that section of Placentia Bay.

Harbour Buffett consisted of four locally recognized sections — Harbour Buffett centre, the North East, the Tickles, and Coffin’s Cove. Harbour Buffett centre is where the two merchant businesses were located, the two public halls, the church, the school, the post office, the welfare office, the customs office, and the nurse’s dispensary. Most people living in this section were employed as wage and salary workers by the merchants. Most people living in the other sections were self-employed in the fishery. These different sections more or less specialized in certain kinds of entertainment, and such specialization apparently occurred in other Newfoundland communities as well. It seems that the Tickles and Coffin’s Cove, taken as one, formed the centre for singing and informal house times. The North East seemed to go in more for story-telling or “yarning.” Harbour Buffett centre remained somewhat aloof from these activities; here the people seemed to attach more importance to attending the formal times held in the community hall.

The term “time” had two chief meanings at Harbour Buffett. Usually, it referred to entertainment in the local halls, which always consisted of a dance, sometimes preceded by some other activity such as a card party, soup supper, or sale of women’s work. The term was also sometimes used to refer to a gathering at a house, fish store, or in the forecastle of a schooner. The time was usually, but not always, characterized by dancing. Thus, times at Harbour Buffett may be divided into two major types — the formal (“hall times”) and the informal (“kitchen,” “store”, or “boat” times).

Formal times were usually sponsored by church organizations to make money and were announced well in advance by means of posters in the merchants’ stores, the post office, and by announcement in church at Sunday services. Admission was charged. One’s formal or “Sunday” clothes were worn. One person told me he had one pair of shoes that he wore only to hall times. In the early days, a programme was posted in the entrance of the hall listing the order of dances for the night. A floor master announced each dance as it came about, but with the exception of the American Eight and the Virginia Reel the dances were not called. The square dance was the main dance, but there was also waltzing and step-dancing. One informant described it as follows:

She’d start off with a square dance, praps two square dances, praps three. Next thing there was a waltzing period, another square dance, then American Eight ... praps another square dance and then twas the Virginia Reel. Now, that’s the way we had it drawn out. When we were dancin’ in the Harbour, she was goin’ pretty good about four o’clock in the morning. We were havin’ a good time and to have a little rest, you’d have what they called a Virginia Reel. Now we’re ready for another couple of square dances ... ’twould mostly be about daylight you’d blow out the lamps and go home?

Music was supplied by a single fiddler in the early days, but about the time of World War II the dance ethic moved from noiseless dancing (or neat as it was called locally) to the noisy “break-er-down,” and the fiddle was replaced by the louder button accordion. Good dancers only were expected to take the floor at these times. There was no singing at the formal times nor was there open drinking. The men, however, had flasks or bottles (usually of dark rum) which they drank during breaks in the dancing when they went outside ostensibly to “cool off.” The community was on its best, “proper”, behaviour.

Usually, the dance was held in the Society of United Fishermen’s Hall, which had a hardwood floor, and was preceded as mentioned above by some other activity in the parish hall. These included sales of women’s work (such as, aprons, socks, sweater, tablecloths) by the Church of England Women’s Association (CEWA), concerts, or in the case of weddings, the wedding meal. If the main activity was one of the above, it was referred to by that name — CEWA Sale, soup supper, school concert. But if not followed by a dance, the term time was not used.

Times were held seasonally. Hall times often took place during the spring and fall when outsiders, men from other communities, had come to Harbour Buffett to work for the merchants, to obtain fishing supplies in the spring, and to deliver their fish in the fall. During the summer there were no formal times and few informal ones since this was the work season and many were away. During the winter, outsiders had left Harbour Buffett, the boats were tied up, work slowed down, and there was an intensive exchange of both kinds of time within the community itself. One person said “the best time to have a time was Christmas-time, and there were more times at Christmastime than any other time.”

The informal times were more or less spontaneous. They occurred during the spring and fall when outsiders were present, but also during the winter. The central room in a Newfoundland house was the kitchen, and this is where the entertaining was done. These parties were thus called...
“kitchen times.” Informal times were also held in a fisherman’s fish store. One of my informants said:

You’d have it in a kitchen or a store because there was a nice drop of St. Pierre rum and there’s gonna be a good many songs on the go and ’twould suit better. Have a set (square dance) and then you’d have a few songs...

That was the style then in a kitchen or in a store... my store was bet up from dancin’. How often used I shift cod nets and lines and get ready for a dance... Get her goin’, boys. Get old stands or tubs or something for seats to sit on. Wasn’t carin’ where you was to...

Praps ther’s a few fellers down in the store dancin’ and there’s half a dozen or seven or eight up in the house singin’ songs... crack right on her.

Tell someone now to go in a fish store and have a dance, my God, they’d screw up their nose at you pretty quick.

In contrast with the hall times, kitchen and store times were seldom planned more than a few hours in advance, and emphasis was on the informal. Open drinking, singing, reciting, and yarning were important activities. People generally attended in casual or work clothes. The accordion was the chief musical instrument, but if one were not available someone would “sing a set” of tunes, a practice unheard of at the formal hall time. The lively square dance predominated and the slower Virginia Reel and American Eight were seldom danced. Food was seldom served and there was no admission fee. In the earlier period, wedding times were often held informally in a kitchen or sometimes a large store, and everyone in the community was invited.

An additional type of informal time would sometimes occur when several men had a time in the forecastle of a boat which was tied up for the winter.

See, if we’re gonna have this time, we’d gather up certain fellers able to sing a song. Now, there’s our night see... twas common to do it in the Tickles. Old Johnnie Marshall had a boat there and Garge Albert Hollett had a boat there moored up for the Winter.... Well, we’d gather up some potatoes, turnips, beef and pork and have a bottle of rum or so, get aboard a one of these boats, get a fire in, get this big feed on — seven or eight fellers, you know what I mean. And you’d have a game of cards first and you’d end up singin’ songs... You’d sing a song in your turn... and you’d get so much liquor in... nothin’ to hurt, just to make you happy... And then you’d get the feed and eat him and go ashore and go home.

Although times in general functioned to maintain community solidarity and cohesion, they could also serve as instruments of conflict. Imagine a time in the kitchen of Mack Masters, a noted local singer, in the Tickles, during fall 1935. Word had spread during the late day or early evening that there was going to be a time at Mack’s that night. Men and women arrived after supper about eight o’clock. The etiquette of the situation required that a singer be coaxed before he would sing. After the first dance, several drinks, and some conversation, one of the men called on a singer to sing by saying something like “Time for a song, Joe,” or “Give us a song, Mack.” The singer was expected to refuse claiming, “Sure, I don’t know no songs,” or “Sure, I can’t sing.” After more talk and drink, the request was again made and the same reply usually followed. Usually after the third time, he sang. This process of requesting made the audience an integral part of the situation and also served to demonstrate to the community that the singer thought he was “no better than anyone else.” If, as the evening progressed and more liquor was consumed, a person sang without being coaxed, liquor was the excuse. If a singer present from another community began singing without being asked, such action could be meant and taken as an unspoken challenge to a singer from Harbour Buffett to “match” the song or “sing one better.”

While a person sang, members of the audience commented throughout. At kitchen times when only Harbour Buffett people were present such comments were usually ones of approval and encouragement, such as “Good man, Mack,” between the stanzas or at the end of the song. However, if at informal times when people from other communities were present those supporting the singer said something like “That’s a hard song to sing or beat,” it might be meant and taken as a challenge to the singer from another community to respond by singing a harder one. For example, I have an account of a man from Long Harbour being slighted by a Harbour Buffett man in the course of unloading salt from the merchant’s vessel during the course of the work day. That night he utilized the singing context to make such a comment in order to get back at the man.

The audience was given a cue that the song was coming to an end. The last word or words of the song were spoken. Sometimes the singer sang the song to the end incorporating a spoken comment almost as part of the song, thereby maintaining some control of the situation. Another device used by singers to create, foster, or change a relationship with another singer or member of the audience was the practice of holding a person’s hand while he sang. To refuse to hold the hand of a man while he sang was an unmistakable expression of unfriendliness.

Competition could be ended in a number of ways. An approving comment from the rival singer or his supporters was taken as an invitation to end. No one, of course, was publicly declared the winner since no one openly admitted that such competition had taken place, but singers and audience were aware of the outcome. A singer might end such competition by taking the hand of his competitor as he started singing a song. Indeed, near the end of the evening,
As Abrahams has pointed out:

dancing was often taken outside the house, to be replaced Similarly, when times were held in kitchens, the interior was moved aside or outside the store during the dance.

When dances were held in fish stores, the fishing gear was sometimes altered. For instance, the hooked mats (or rugs), which covered the kitchen floor instead of store-bought canvas during the early period, were removed. Also, the kitchen stove which occupied space necessary for dancing was often taken outside the house, to be replaced immediately following the time.\(^1\)

Little has been written on this kind of social interaction. As Abrahams has pointed out:

very few actual studies of the goings on at special times in these special places are to be discovered.... we know very little about the situation of creativity and community comment in such public places of gathering, to say nothing of the more private occasions in which men and women, old and young, are brought together in any symbolic landscape to interact, play, perform, ceremonialize, and make fun. Is this because folklorists have not taken the time to sit and observe in such places long enough to be able to write the rules for these occasions?\(^2\)

This paper considers some of those aspects in one Newfoundland outport community. The subject bears further investigation.
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